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Defect Preventionis the process of improving quality
and productivity by preventing the injection of defects
into a product.It consists of four elementsintegrated
into the development process:(1) causal analysis
meetings to identify the root cause of defects and sug
gest preventive actions; (2) an action team to implement the preventive actions; (3) kickoff meetingsto
increase awareness of quality issues specific to each
development stage; and(4) data collection and tracking of associated data.The Defect Prevention Process
has beensuccessfully implementedin a varietyof organizations within ISM, some for more than six years.
This paperdiscusses the steps neededto implement
this process and the results that may be obtained.
Data on quality, processcosts, benefits, andpractical
experiences arealso presented. Insights into the nature of programming errors and the application of this
process to a varietyof working environments are discussed.

Whereas prevention is simple in concept, it was not
clear at the beginning of our work on the Defect
Prevention Process that software defects could be
prevented. However, our experience with this process has shown that not only are defects preventable,
but significant reductions in errors can be achieved
with a modest investment. Softwaredefectshave
identifiable causes,such as an oversight or communications failure, and are preventable through improvedprocesses,methodologies,
techniques, and
tools. A dramatic improvement in quality can be
achieved through defect prevention and with it a
corresponding improvement in overall productivity
and customer satisfaction.

The Defect Prevention Process”z uses causal analysis, which is the determination of the specific cause
orcausesof
a defect.Causalanalysis
isusually
described in the quality control literature in terms of
quality-circle activitiesand usually in the context of
a manufacturing ~ p e r a t i o n . ~The
- ~ causes of manuo achieve quality software products, most defacturing defects are analyzed using cause-effect
diavelopmentprocessesrely on defect detection
grams (also calledIshikawt or “fishbone” diagrams)
and correction through inspections, walkthroughs,
and Pareto charts. Crosby, for example, describes a
and reviewsearly in the development cycle, and
case history involving the use of causal analysis to
through extensive testing. However, reliance on detecting defects after they have been injected is costly. prevent defectson a manufacturing line.
The detectionand correction of defects doesnot add
function to the end product. Inspections and testing
are also limited in effectiveness.
Copyright 1990 by InternationalBusiness Machines Corporation.
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A much more effectiveapproach involves preventing

defectsfrombeinginjected
during development.
Fewer defects during development permits more resources to be devoted to developing new product
function, and higher product quality in the field
means greater customer satisfaction.
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Causal analysis of software defects is practiced in a
number of Japanese companies, usuqly in the context of quality-circle activities. Hino describes the
analysis of 52 software defects by a quality circle
over an 1 1-month period, resulting in an estimated
100 defects prevented.The circle members estimated
that as many as 90 percent of their software defects
could be prevented through improved design techniques and other preventive mechanisms. Similarly,
Sugaya’ reports that circle members are motivated
to look into the root causes of defects and propose
action plans to prevent them in the next release.
Nakajo, Sasabuchi, and Akiyama’ describe a joint
(YHP)
effort betweenYokogawaHewlett-Packard
and Tokyo Universitythat analyzed 523 defects from
three softwareprojects at YHP. The defects were
analyzed in detail to determine both the human error
causing the defect and the underlying flaws in the
development processthat affected the rate of human
errors. The defects were analyzed in terms of a fault
classificationscheme, and the human errors were
determined from various documents and through
interviews with the developers. From this information the underlying processflaws associated withthe
errors were identified and a number of improvements to the design process were proposed.
Within IBM, causalanalysishasbeenused
in the
Systems Integration Division (formerly the Federal
SystemsDivision) on the Space Shuttle Primary
Avionics Software System, the on-pgyd computer
software that controls the Shuttle.
Defects are
analyzed to determine the cause of the error, how to
prevent the error, and how to remove similar defects
that may exist in the system. The primary focus of
the causal analysis has been
on escapes from test and
inspections, and how to improve the effectiveness of
both tests and inspections.
The primary difference between theseapproaches to
causal analysis and prevention and the Defect Prevention Process described in this paper is the integration of the defect prevention activities into the
development process. With Defect Prevention,
causal analysis is done by the development team
during the development cycle, as each stage of development is completed, rather than by a quality
circle at some later time during development. Direct
causal analysis by the developer making the error
results in a more accurate determination of the cause
of the defect and more relevant preventive actions.
In contrast to a quality circle, the preventive actions
are implemented by an action team withspecific
IBM SYSTEMS JOURNAL, VOL 29. NO 1. 1990

skills and authority to change the development process.In addition, systematic feedback to the developers is provided by stage kickoff meetings and the
status of planned preventive actions is tracked in a
database.
The Defect Prevention Process discussedin this paper was initially developed in the IBM Communications Programming Laboratory at Research Triangle
Park, North Carolina, where the development of
such communications products as the Virtual Telecommunications Access Method (VTAM), the Network Control Program (NCP), and NetView” is done.
To date, Defect Prevention has been implemented
in more than twenty-five organizations at seven IBM
development laboratories, involvingsystem programming, application programming, and microcode development. The process has beenadopted as
part of a c2rporate-level Programming Process Architecture. It is also taught in two internal courses
IBM Corporate Technical Education.
offered
by
These courses have
now been presentedat practically
every major software development laboratory within
the company.
In this paper, we summarize the Defect Prevention
Process and discuss our experiences withit, including
observed quality improvements, costs and benefits
of the process, and observations on the nature of
programming errors and preventive actions. As Defect Prevention has been implemented in different
organizations and in different laboratories, it has
been adapted, adjusted, and enhanced. Several adaptations and enhancements were ma$: at the Myers
Corners Laboratory in Poughkeepsie, for example.
This paper describes the Defect Prevention Process
in a generalized form.
Throughout the paper we use the terms defect and
error interchangeably. A defect is also referred to in
the literature as a program fault, and refers to a flaw
or problem within the software. An error refers to
the underlying causeof the defect. The term “error”
implies a mistake that the developer has made. In
our experience, the cause of most defects can be
traced to human error.
The Defect Prevention Process

In the Defect Prevention Process, the various activities of Defect Prevention are integrated into the
development process. Causal analysis meetings and
stage kickoff meetings become part of each developer’s day-to-day activities, much like inspections
and reviews.

Figure 1 Causal analysis meeting
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In this section we describe the application of Defect
Prevention in a software development organization,
involving causal analysis,the action team, and stage
kickoff meetings. The application of the process in a
test organization, in information development, and
in other areas is describedat the endof the section.
Causal analysis meetings. The software development
process is divided into a number of design, development, and test stages, such as requirements and
planning, product-level design, component-level design, and code and unit test. '* Programmers generally
work together in teams to develop a portion of the
product release. At the end of each stage, an inspection, review, or other validation is conducted in
which defectsare detected.

Once the defects from a stage have been corrected, a
meeting that we term a causal analysis meeting,
usually two hours in length, is held. The process is
illustrated in Figure 1. The development team members review the defects, determine the root cause of
the programmer errors, and propose actions to help
prevent such errors in the future.
For each defect,the following questions are posed:
What is the category of cause of the error-communication, oversight, education, or transcription?
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How was the error introduced or caused?
At what stage was the error created or injected?
How can we prevent this error in the future? How
can similar defects be detected and removed from
other parts of the product?
The causal analysis meeting is led by a person from
product development who has been trained as a
causal analysis leader. A chalkboard is used that is
divided into columns for the defect number, defect
abstract, cause category,cause abstract, process stage
where the defect was created, and suggested preventive actions. A paper form is also used to record the
information written on the board.
The emphasis of the meeting is on gathering preventive suggestions. The leader keeps the meeting moving and not bogged down in details about a defect
or cause, unless these details lead to better suggested
actions. If some information is unknown (for example, the defect's cause), the leader may skip that
column. Theleader may even decide to skip an entire
defectifit does not appearthat any meaningful
actions will result. Of course, some defects will produce no suggested actions.
During the last half-hour of the meeting, the causal
analysis leader directs the team to take a broader
view of the defects and of the stage that the team
just completed. The following are typical questions
that can be asked at this point:
IBM SYSTEMS JOURNAL, VOL 29, NO 1, 1990
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Is there atrend in the errors that indicates a
broader problem? Are there additional suggestions
to address such a trend?
What wentright duringthis last development
stage? What saved time? Can suggestions bemade
to help other teams?
What went wrong during the latter stage? What
wasted time? Can any suggestions be made to
prevent or avoid these problems?
How can we improve our defect-detection methods, tools, communications, education, etc.?
Often this discussion portion of the meeting produces the most important suggestions.After the

A critical element of the process is
the action team whose purpose is
to ensure that preventive actionsare
implemented.

b

meeting, the causal analysis leader records the data
from the meeting (suggested actions, defects, and
causes) in an action database for subsequent reporting and tracking.
The team leader may call a causal analysis meeting
before the development stage is over, when enough
errors have been collected for a meeting, usually
around twenty. Repeated causal analysis meetings
may be held, especially during the test stages. Such
interim causal analysis meetings allow immediate
feedback to theteam to help them prevent additional
errors, as the stage progresses.

b

The involvement of the developers who originated
the errors is critical, because the developer who
created the error is the best person to identify its
cause. Also, both the developer and the other team
members receive direct feedback about the errors
made. This direct feedback has a significant effect in
preventing similar errors by that team in the future.
It is also important to have everyone in the team
present for causal analysis because a synergism of

B
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ideas results from the group as a whole. It is typical
that preventive suggestions come from team members other than theperson who made theerror. Some
portion of everyone’s defects should be analyzed. If
someone had no defects during a particular stage,
that person will likely be able to contribute significant ideas toward preventing future errors. That
developer’s ideas naturally have the respect of the
other team members.
The action team. A critical element of the process is
the action team whose purpose is to ensure that
preventive actions are implemented. The action
team is illustrated in Figure 2 and consists of people
from the area who work part-time as action team
members.
The action team typically serves an entire product
development organization. Depending on the size of
the organization, the team may be smaller or larger.
For example, the action team for a small development organization of 20 to 50 people might have
three or four members, whereas the action team for
an organization of 200 to 250 people might have
eight to ten members. The scope of the action team
should encompass the entire development organization or that portion of a large organization that shares
the same development process. For a product development area, a systems test organization, and an
information development organization, three separate action teams would probably be required. In a
very large product area, several action teams might
be formed to serve thy3different second-line development organizations.
The action team members each serve in a role on
the team. One member might have responsibility for
process definition and documentation, another for
tool requirements and implementation, another for
education. Others represent design, development,
and test. A manager also serves on the action team
to handle actions that require communication with
other managers in the organization or negotiations
with other organizations. Each team member is responsible for ensuring that the actions assigned to
him or her are implemented, either by doing the
work directly or by reassigning it to someone else in
the organization.
The action team meets regularly to review the new
actions that have been proposed, to decide which
ones are to be implemented and how to implement
them, to assign the new actions, and to discuss the
status of actions thatare currently open. Closed
MAYS ET AL
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actions are also reviewedto ensure that the work has
been properly completed.
An action team for a large product area (1 50 to 200
persons) may handle several hundred actions each
year. An action database and the supporting datacollection tool are essential
to keep track of the open
actions. The action team uses reports from the action
database to guide their meetings. Listingsof the new
actions and open actions are printed out prior to
each meeting. Changes in action status, including
the new action assignments, are entered after the
meeting.
Preventive actions fall into several categories:
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Process improvements, refinements, or documentation are actions that improve existing processes, de-

fine new processes, or improve process documentation. Such actions might modify the design change
process, define a new test-error fix process, or add
new items to a common error list or checklist.

Tools are actions that develop new tools or enhance
existing tools that support the process. This might
include writing a tool to trace save area utilization
or adding a new check to the module checker tool.

Education actions improve knowledge about prod-

uct and nonproduct-related technical areas. Education might include such things as developinga class
IBMSYSTEMS
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in hardware subtleties, organizing a seminar series
on the componentsof the product, preparing a technical write-up on a complex aspect of the product,
and writing a newsle’ter article on repetitive errors.

Product changes are actions to improve the product
so that developing and enhancing it are less error
prone. This might include improving documentation
of product macros, implementing a design change to
improve an internal interface, and rewriting an errorprone part of the product.
Communications improvements are actions that improve communications procedures within the product organization or with other organizations. Here
we think of implementing the automated notification of design changes to all interested parties, appointing a liaison or focal point to handle communication with another organization, and holding
weekly team technical meetings.
Many actions require saving documentation and
information for on-line access by people in theproduct organization. These materials are placed in repositories, that is, on-line files that can be accessed
by everyone in the area. These materials might include the documentation of the area’s process, procedures, and methodologies, product technical writeups and documentation, commonerror lists, inspection checklists, coding guidelines, performance
guidelines, a checklist for new-hire education, project
management guidelines, and tools documentation.
Usually there is so much information that an index
is also required.
Not all suggested actions are implemented. The action team may decide that an idea is not cost justified; it may be deemed impractical or simply a bad
idea. A suggestion might fall outside the scope of the
team. Also, an action may already have been implemented or may duplicate a suggestion already received. When an action is rejected, the rationale for
rejection is documented and thesuggester is notified.
However, the suggester may request the action team
to reconsider a rejected action.
The action team is involved in a number of activities
in addition to actual implementation of actions.
Usually a preliminary investigation of the action
must be done so that all of the relevant aspects of
the action are understood. The action team member
will typically assigna priority to theaction so that it
is clear which actions of those assigned should be
addressed first.
IBM SYSTEMS JOURNAL, VOL 29, NO 1, 1990

Sometimes an action team member does not have
the knowledge to implement an action. The member
then asks an appropriate person in the organization
to implement theaction. A negotiation with the

The action team is involved in
feedback to the organization.

person’s manager may be required to allocate time
for implementation. The action team member continues to have responsibility to see that the action is
implemented and follows up with the implementer
until the item is closed.
The action team is also involved in feedback to the
organization. Product developers must understand
that their suggestions are taken seriously and that
they are implemented. An action is not considered
finished until there is some form of feedback to the
product area about its completion. Feedback on
completed actions may be done, for example,
through newsletter articles, on-line news bulletins,
or atarea meetings. In some product areas, informal
awards are presented at periodic area meetings to
people who have made significant contributions to
defect prevention, either in terms of effective suggestions or implementation of actions.
The action team also reports on the status of its
activities to management. These reports may include
such items as statistics on defect distribution by
cause, action distribution by action category, costof
the process interms of causal analysismeetings,
kickoff meetings, action team meetings and action
implementation, and total projected cost of actions
left to be implemented. This kind of information
may also be presented at area meetings.
Stage kickoff meetings. Stage kickoff meetings are
used at the beginning of each development stage to
prepare the development team for the work of the
stage. The place of the stage kickoff meeting as the
primary means of feedback for
the Defect Prevention
MAYS ET AL
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Figure 3 Stage kickoff meeting
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Process is shown in Figure 3. The information presented during the kickoff is updated by the action
team as actions are implemented.
Kickoff meetings typically
take one totwo hours and
are led by the technical team leader, who is sometimes called the chief programmer. The emphasis in
the meeting is on technical aspects of the development process and on quality. Information presented
during the meeting includes:
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A description of the process for this stage, including specific procedures, methodologies, techniques, tools, guidelines, conventions, checklists,
etc.
The inputs available for this stage
Examples of outputs that should be produced
Validation methods that will be used (e.g., inspections, reviews)
The common error list, a list of the errors commonly created during this stage
IBM SYSTEMS JOURNAL, VOL 29. NO 1, 1990

The team assignments
The schedule that will be followed

B

The process description, procedures, and methodologies for the stage are reviewed. Portions of the
process document may even beread, word for word.
This serves to educate the team, if they have never
read the process, or to re-educate the team periodically and to point out
recent revisions to theprocess.
The process isthus repeatedly reinforced in the team.

Reviewing the common error list is
important for preventing errors.
Il

Becauseof
the constant improvements through
causal analysis and thereview and discussion during
kickoffs, the process document is an active document, representing the actual process used by the
organization.

b

B

1

The inputs to the stage (e.g., the design document)
are reviewed so that concerns may be raised about
their completeness, for example. Samples of outputs
of the stage may also be presented so that the team
understands the kinds of outputs required for that
stage. For example, the team might review what the
appropriate level of detail is for the design stage.

for example, who develop fixes for field errors do not
follow distinct,development stages, and a stage kickoff meeting is not relevant. Such developers should
participate in periodic process reviews, occurring
perhaps every three or four months, instead of stage
kickoffs to reinforce their knowledge of the process,
procedures, andcommon errors, andto learn of
recent process revisions.

Additionalaspects of theprocess. Field errors or
Authorized Program Analysis Reports (APARS) are
reported continuously and thus do not fit a development stage. SpecialAPAR causal analysis meetings
are held by the department with responsibility for
the component where the APAR defect occurred, as
shown in Figure 4. The causal analysis meetings are
held whenever ten to twenty APARS have been received.
During causal analysis, the cause of the APAR may
not be accurately determined for a variety of reasons.
Nevertheless, good preventive suggestions can still
be made. Developers doing APAR causal analysis can
sometimes become bogged down in trying to understand the details of a problem. Provided the team
remembers not tospend excessive time on each APAR
problem, APAR causal analysis proceeds like other
causal analysis meetings.
In organizations that have followed the Defect Prevention Process, developers begin to make miscellaneous suggestions for improvements outside a causal
analysis meeting. Developers typically suggestnew
tools or tool enhancements, and these suggestions
are handled by the action team along with the suggestions from causal analysis.

Reviewing the common error list for the stageis
important for preventing errors. The list contains
briefdescriptions-sometimes
with examples-of
errors that have been identified during causal analysis as chronic and repeating. (See Appendix A for a
sample common error list.) A review ofthe list serves
as a reminder to the developers and reduces the
probability of making these errors.

The Defect Prevention Process involves everyone in
the development organization over time, as shown
in Figure 5. Developersfollow the cycle of stage
kickoff (KO) meeting, work, inspection or review,
and causal analysis (CA) meeting for each stage of
product development. The action team (AT) meets
usually everytwo weeks to assign the new suggestions
and to report to the rest of the team on the progress
of actions being worked on.

Some development projects are not organized into
specific teams, for example, when developers work
individually on separate parts of the product. In such
cases, developers whose development schedules reasonably coincide can be formed into ad hoc teams
which then conduct stage kickoff meetings, inspections, and causal analysis together. Other developers,

If the action team can implement its actions quickly,
later teams in a development project will benefit
from earlier teams’ experiences.A later development
team in its kickoff meeting will be able to review
process improvements and common errors that earlier teams suggested in their causal analysis. Consider
Team 3 in Figure 5. That team can learn information
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Figure 4 The Defect Prevention Process
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in their code kickoff that resulted from suggestions
from Team 1’s code causal analysis.
The key elements of Defect Prevention. There are
four key elements in the Defect Prevention Process:
(1) systematic causal analysis, (2) a managementsupported action team, (3) stage kickoff meetings,
and (4) a database and tools for data collection and
tracking of actions. A Defect Prevention plan that
omits one or more of these elements will likely be
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ineffective. Several similar processes-release postmortems, informal causal analysis, and quality circles-use some of the elements of defect prevention
but are not, in our view, as effective in preventing
errors asthe process describedin this paper.
A release postmortemis an analysis of the development experiences of the release of aproduct, usually
compiled at the end of the release. Frequently, a
general causal analysis isdone, answering questions
IBM SYSTEMS JOURNAL, VOL
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such as “What difficulties did we encounter during
the release? How can we avoid them in subsequent
development projects? What activities improved our
process? Howcan we make them permanent?” There
are several differences between
postmortems and the
Defect Prevention Process. Postmortems are typically done after the release has beencompleted, with
the result that any suggestions for improvement are
delayed at least until the next development project.
The causal analysis in a postmortem does not analyze specific defectsbut is more general. Suggestions
for improvements that address specific types errors
of
are frequentlyoverlooked. Recommendations for
improvement are frequently lost in the subsequent
activity of the next projector in reorganizations that

~

~

~

may follow the completion of the project. Usually
no formal mechanism exists to ensure that recommendations are implemented.
The causal analysis meetings described
in this paper
are in effect minipostmortems performed by each
team at the end of each development stage. They
focus on asampling ofspecific errors and their
causes. Withthe use ofan action team and a database
of suggested actions in the Defect Prevention Process, the shortcomings of the postmortem process are
overcome.

Informal causal analysis is sometimes done by a
developer to gain insight into the causes of errors
____

~~~~

Figure 5 Defect Prevention time line
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and to suggest preventive actions. The results of this
sort of work can be very beneficial. However, this
approach has severaldifficulties. Frequently the
analysis is done long after the defects have been
created (typically after all tests have completed) so
that improvements are delayed. The defect causal
analysis is done by someone other than the developers who created the defects, with the result that
the analyst must guess the cause of the defect. As
with postmortems, there is usually no formal mechanism to ensure thatthe recommendations have
been implemented. The developer doing the causal
analysis may be shifted to “more productive” work,
effectively ending the opportunity to improve the
process.

Defect Prevention in test and other organizations.
Thus far we have described the operation of the

A quality circle or quality improvement team”5,‘4 is
a group of developers, usually members of the same
department, who meet regularly to discuss problems
and ways of overcoming them. Quality circles frequently undertake to implement improvements in
their work practices, tools, and process. As part of
their activities a quality circle may do causal analysis
and implement the suggestions. As with postmortems and informal causal analysis, any activity that
eliminates the underlying causes of errors is beneficial. However, quality circles frequently have shortcomings that inhibit their effectiveness.

Defect Prevention Process for a software development organization. Defect Prevention has also been
effective in test and other organizations. Each different organization uses different processes and creates
different kinds of errors. Defect Prevention can be
applied to the errors arising from each particular
process.

Quality circles usually do not do causal analysis of
specific defects but rather pursue problems that are
perceived by the circle to be the most important.
This practice tends to ignore the many defects that
are created regularly, while ultimately leading ironically to the perception that the circle has run out of
things to work on. A quality circle is frequently
limited to changing what its members are able to
change. Thus a major process change affecting the
entire development organization or a large tool development project would probably not be undertaken. The implementationof improvements is usually done on the members’ own time. Management
“funding” for quality-circle improvement activities
is usuallyinconsistent and may evaporate over time.
Despite these shortcomings, quality circles can be
used very effectively to complement the Defect Prevention Process. A quality circle can, for example,
take on thetask of doing periodic APAR causal analysis.In addition,the action team may request a
quality circle to implement a specific action, such as
writing a summary of a technical topic. In any case,
quality circles should be encouraged wherever they
continue to be effective.
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Defect Prevention has also been
effective in test and other
organizations.

The test process usually has three major steps that
are taken for each test: test planning, which defines
the people, hardware and tool requirements, and the
schedules for the test; test preparation, which develops and documents the
detailed test cases (also called
test scenarios); and test execution, which involves
the actual execution of the test cases and correction
of the problems found. When Defect Prevention is
applied to test, the basic four elements of the process
are followed. The major types of errors that are
analyzed in test are:
Test-planning and test-case errors-for example,
required hardware is missing from the planned
hardware configuration, or a test case fails to test
an important product function
Build and test-environment errors-for example,
the test product had the wrong level of a module,
data sets needed for the test were missing or had
the wrong name
Test-execution errors-sometimes called user
errors, these are errors made by the tester in setting
up the test or in interpreting the results-for example, the tester entered theinputcommands
incorrectly or interpreted the presence of an error
message as a problem
Duplicate errors- failure to recognize that a product defect manifesting a certain symptom is really
a duplicate of another error thatwas found earlier,
possibly with different symptoms (duplicate errors
IBMSYSTEMS
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are analyzed from the perspective of “Could we
have recognized this error as a duplicate of the
previous error?”and “What can we do to identify
duplicates of this type in the future?”)
Recreate requests-a request to recreate a program
problem becausenot enough information was collectedwhen the first failure occurred to permit
problem diagnosis (recreate requests are analyzed
from the perspective of “What caused our failure
to collect the needed information?” and “What
diagnostic tools would help collect the required
information or permit accurate first-failure data
capture?”)
Test escapes-product defects that a particular test
failed to find but which were found in a later test
or by a customer (test escapes are product defects
but are analyzed fromthe perspective of “Should
the test have caught this error?”; “Why was the
error not caught?”; and “What can we do to catch
this sort of error in the future?”)
Since the test organization analyzes product errors
astestescapes, a givenfield error (APAR) can be
analyzed multiple times, both from the developer’s
perspective (“Why was the error first introduced?”)
as well as from the test perspective (“Why did it get
through the target test?”).
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Information developers (programmers who develop
product manuals and related documentation) analyze errors in their books. The errors can be manifested during inspections or reviews of various book
drafts, testing, or from field errors (documentation
APARS) and reader comments. Other errors that occur
during the planning stage or during production of
books can also be analyzedand prevented.
Software service programmers (those who diagnose
customer problems and develop fixes for APARS)
analyze errors that result in bad APAR fixes. As with
product developers, the root cause of the programming error is examined. Other errors from the service
perspective include test escapes, those occurring in
the fix packaging and in the install process, and those
diagnosing
in
customer problems.
Human factors specialists(persons who analyze,test,
and improve product usability characteristics) analyze customer user errors, that is,difficultiescustomers have had using our products. Frequently
these problems are caused by usability problems in
the product. The analysis results in suggestions for
product usability improvements that are then included in subsequent product release plans.

Product planners (persons who specify new product
requirements and formulate product development
plans) analyze errors and plan changes that have
occurred in the requirements and planning process.
These errors include incomplete or erroneous requirements, late requirements, changes in product
or market strategy, errors in estimating release size,
and difficulties in project management. Theroot

The process is also applicable
outside software development.

cause of the error is determined, and actions for
improving the process or anticipating changes earlier
are implemented.
Our experience with the Defect Prevention Process
shows that it is widely applicable to different processes and organizations involved in software development. Moreover, the processisalsoappljcable
outside softwaredevelopment, for example,to management practices, hardware design, hardware development, and manufacturing.
Management’s
role
in
Defect Prevention. Even
though the Defect Prevention Processemphasizes
the direct involvement of developers in improving
the development process, management’s roleis critical too. We seethis role as beinga fourfold one:

Support and encourage the Defect Prevention activities
Allocate the resources needed forthe action team
Authorize the action team to improve the development process as needed to achieve prevention
Monitor the results of the Defect Prevention Process to ensure its continued effectiveness
A manager serves on the action team and is key to
its success. This team member provides management
focus on such actions as communicating issues to
other managers inthe organization, negotiating with
other managers for the use of someone’s servicesto
implement an action, and negotiatingwith other
organizations.Because the action team is drawn

Figure 6 Defect rate comparison
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from many different areas of the organization, the
team members would not be expected to report to
the action team manager. The team manager may
or may not direct the action team's activities. Frequently it is the process representative who chairs
the action team meetings and coordinates the team's
activities.
We recommend that managers not participate directly in causal analysis meetings because the presence of the developers' manager is sometimes viewed
as inhibiting the free discussion of errors. A similar
rationale was cited by Michael Fag$? in regard to
management use of inspection data. On the other
hand, managers may choose to conduct their own
causal analysis to evaluate problem areas in their
own work.
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Benefits and costs of Defect Prevention

In this section we describe the benefits of the Defect
Prevention Process, including quality and process
improvements, and the costs of implementing the
process.

Defect rates during development. The role of Defect
Prevention in reducing defects introducedduring
development has been a significant one. One product
was studied in detail. Historical data are available
for eight releases of this product prior to the introduction of the Defect Prevention Process, which was
introduced fully during two recent releases. Defect
rates experienced during development are compared
graphically in Figure 6 and are listed in Table 1. All
of the numbers represent defects per thousand lines
IBM SYSTEMS JOURNAL, VOL 29, NO 1, 1990

Test

of new and changed source instructions (KLOC) that
were discovered in inspections, reviews, and testing
in each development stage. The data for unit test
and function verification test and those for product
verification and system verification test have been
combined, because some of the earlier releases did
not perform these tests separately. To date we have
seen a 54 percent reduction in defects during the
development cycle over history.

code isgiven. For some teams, the module-level
design (MLD) stage wascombined with the code stage
(indicated by n/a in the MLD column). The test stage
results have been combined to maintain consistency
with the historical data.

There are significant differences in the way lines of
code are counted in the industry. For example, does
one count macro expansions or comments? The
method used withthe product being discussed results
in line of code counts lower than and error rates
correspondingly higherthan those cited by others in
the industry. What is important is not the absolute
defect rate but rather the relative improvement in
the defect rate experienced by this product.

Teams A to D represent one release (28KLOC)and
teams E to J represent the other (36.3KLOC). The
product verification and systemverification tests
(PVTlSvT) for the second release havenot completed,
as of this writing. The differences between history
and Teams A to J for the individual stages and the
overall defect rate were analyzed using the Student
t-test. The overall difference and the differences for
MLD through PVTISVT are significant (p < 0.05). The
difference forthe component-level design (CLD) stage
is not significant because of the large variability in
the historical data which have a mean of 7.9 and a
standard deviation of 8.4.

The historical data are summarized in Table 1. The
defect rates shown are the weighted means of the
data for the eight releases,and the standarddeviation
is a weighted standard deviation. In the two recent
releases, error data for each development team in
each stage were collected. The size of each team's

There are clear differences among thevarious teams,
which are due to such individual differences in the
team members as level of experience and knowledge
of the product. There are also differences in complexity ofthe function being developed. Team D, for
example, had relatively higher defect
rates compared

Table 1 Defect rates, historical and with the Defect Prevention Process, per thousand lines of code (KLOC)
Historical Defect Rates for N

Verification Verification
Test

= 8 Releases

Level
Design

Weightzd mean
Standard deviation ( N = 8)
Total size = 125.4K

ComponentLevel
Design
(CLD)

Module-

CLD

MLD

7.9
8.4

(MLD)

18.6
9.7

Product
Unit Test/
Verification
Function
TestlSystem
CODE

(UT/FVT)

(PVr/SVr)

TOTAL

3.3
1.4

68.0
23.3

CODE

UT/FVT

PVr/SVr

TOTAL

-

32.5

20.8
6.0

17.4
5.5

Using Defect Prevention Process
SIZE

TEAM A
8.7K
TEAM B
4.2K
TEAM C
8.OK
TEAM D
7.1K
TEAM E
9.3K
TEAM F
7.6K
TEAM G
6.8K
TEAM H
10.1K
TEAM I
1.2K
TEAM J
1.3K
Weighted mean
Total size = 64.3K
Percent reduction over history
Significant ( p < 0.05)

IEM
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3.0
1.9
0.4
8.6
8.2
2.9
2.4
2.5
1.7
0.0
3.7

10.7
n/a
2.0
9.2
3.7
n/a
nla
14.8
1.3
n/a
6.9

1.8 7.0
7.4
7.0
14.4
15.5
9.7
17.8
13.4
5.0
3.1
11.4

53%
no

63%
Yes

45%
yes

-

-

10.5
12.1
9.3
9.2
4.4
6.8
8.8
5.1
9.2
0.8
8.7

1.8
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Table 2 Total cost of the process in 1987

Cost of Defect Prevention
(Penon years)
187
Total size of organization

(People)
Percent of total resources

Produel 1

Product 2

0.82

0.86

227
0.4%

0.5%

with Teams A to C. Their product function was
particularly complex, involving complex timing situations in a part of the product that team members
had little experience with. In addition, the expert in
that component was not readily available to answer
questions.
The field defect rate for the first releasefor Teams A
to D can only be projected at this point. However,
the numberof field defects
(total valid unique APARS)
that have occurred since the release wasmade available to customers is tracking at a level that represents
a reduction of 60 percent compared to thefield defect
rates of the eight prior releases.
One might argue that the observed reductions in
error rates are due to other factors. For example, a
reduction in error rate might be due to a reduction
in theeffectivenessof defect detection activities, such
as inspections, reviews, and testing. This is not valid
in the case of these releases for two reasons: (1) The
effectivenessof inspections, reviews, and tests as
determined by such other measures as inspection
preparation time, inspection rates, and test coverage
appears to be at least as good as the historical releases.
(2) The error reductions persist throughout the release and into thefield.
We are confident that the error reductions we have
observed are caused by fewer defectsinjected during
development, as a consequence of the practice of the
Defect Prevention Process. No clear trend toward
continued cumulative error reductions can be observed in this small sample of team results. Nonetheless, we believethat further reductions in defect rates
will be experienced as the cumulative effects of constant improvements occur over time.
Costs anddirectsavings to theorganization. The
costs of the Defect Prevention Process come from
the different activities of the process. The following
cost figures are typical of a software development
organization:
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Stage kickoff meetings- 1 to 2 hours per team per
stage,where a team comprises typically 3 to 7
persons
Causal analysis meetings-2 hours per meeting,
usually with 1 to 2 meetings per team per stage.
There is typically0.5 to 1 hour of data-entry time
required by the causal analysis leader at the end
of the meeting
Action team meetings-require 1 to 2 hours every
other week
Action implementation-usually averages about
24 person hours per action. The average time spent
by action team members is approximately 10 percent of their time.
Two product areas have kept detailed data on the
number of hours spent in each of these activities.
The average costs of each activity, in person hours,
for the two products are shown in Figure 7. The
major difference between the two products is in the
average cost of action implementation, whichis
about 16 versus 42 person hours per action. This
cost varies from product area to product area, depending on the level of sophistication and maturity
of the area’sprocess. In the case of Product 2,
considerably more effort was spent on tools actions
than in Product 1, which accounts for the difference
shown.
The total cost of the process for both product areas
in 1987, including action implementation, is given
in Table 2. For both areas, causal analysis was done
on only about a third of the defects. At these levels
of effort, a product area of 150 to 200 people can
expect to spend less than one person year per year
on Defect Prevention, or about one-half percent of
the area’s resources.
An analysisof cost savingsfor a typical product area
identified the following factors where savingswill be
realized:
Less developer efort is required to fix design and
code errors found in inspections; inspections also
take less time when there are fewer errors.
Less developer efort is necessary to investigate test
errors, analyze diagnostic materials, codefixes,
inspect and unit test fixes, integrate fixes, and
answer problems.
Less test efort is needed to investigate problems,
prepare diagnostic materials such as dumps and
traces, analyze and write up the problems, recreate
the problems as necessary, and rerun the tests after
the fix has been applied.
IBM SYSTEMS JOURNAL,VOL
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Figure 7 Cost of Defect Prevention activities
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Less time is wasted when a test isblocked because
of unresolved product defects.
An estimate was made of the savings from the first
two factors only. Assuming a 50 percent reduction
in errors throughout the development cycle, taking
into account the cost of fixing errors from inspections
and during tests, the total savings in developer time
would be at least 2.2 person years. Given a cost for
all Defect Prevention activities of about 0.85 person
years per year, this represents a net savings of more
than 1.3 person yearsperyear. This is the direct
savings that a development area would receive from
this process. Savings in tester effort, from the other
two factors, wouldbe additional. In addition to
quantitative quality improvements, we have noticed
a number of positive secondary effects in organizationsthat follow this process. These effectshave
included process impacts, improved team communications and increased quality awareness.

Process impacts. The development process, in the
broad sense,covers the defined steps followed to
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develop a software product. These include the required work products at each step and the specific
methodologies, practices, techniques, tools, and
guidelines used. The development process gradually
changes over time. The process for a newly formed
organization may start off fairly simply, but it
changes as problem areas are identified and corrected
and as new practices are tried out. With continued
focus on refining and impmzingthe process, it
reaches a degree ofmaturity.
Ordinarily, an organization's processes change very
slowly.Process change, evenwhenrecognized
as
needed, is frequently difficult to accomplish because
there is no established way to effect a change. Even
the idea that the process should change is frequently
not recognized or accepted. Also, the organization's
process may not be documented or the documentation may be out of date and not reflect the organization's actual practices. The Defect Prevention
Process affectsthe development process in a number
of ways and supplies some of the methodology and
structure that has heretofore been missing.
MAYS ET AL.
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The process becomes self-correcting. Wherever current practices lead to problems or errors, the practices are scrutinized through causalanalysis and
corrected through suggested actions. If the process

Process documentation becomes
up-to-date and is actively used by
the organization.

correction does not eliminate the problem, the process is automatically reviewed in subsequent causal
analysis and further or different corrections are proposed. The process is constantly fine-tuned.
Processchangeisaccelerated.Processdeficiencies
are pointed out and corrections are implemented
rapidly by the action team. Those deficiencies which
cause the most errors or problems receive the most
focus. The action team becomes the focal point in
the organization for process change.
Process documentation becomes up-to-dateand it is
activelyused by the organization. The processis
repeatedly reviewed in the stage kickoff meetings.
The level of adherence to the process increases asa
result. If the area’s process isundocumented, one of
the first actions is for the action team to document
it. If the process documentation differs from practice,
this fact isbrought up and corrected. Process changes
are continuously fed back to the developers.
At some point during the adoption of the Defect
Prevention Process-perhaps after a year of causal
analysis and stage kickoff meetings-developers begin to make miscellaneous suggestions forimprovement. A miscellaneous suggestion is not related to
any specific defector causal analysis meeting,but it
is an idea that a developer has had to improve the
waywork is done. The presence of miscellaneous
suggestions signalsa fundamental change in the organization. Developersare now taking an active role
in improving the processes they fol!ow, acting to
prevent errors before they occur. Developers come
to realize that they can influence their process, their
working environment, their tools, their educational
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opportunities, and even the way they are managed.
The developers are now empowered by the system
with the ability to change it.
During softwaredevelopment, inspections play a key
role in detecting defects that have occurred. However, there is a danger that inspections can be relied
on too heavily for defect removal. The keyis the
prevention of defects in the first place.
Because an inspection isheld at the end ofeach
development stage, developers may be inclined to
think that being careful withtheir work isnot a high
priority because the inspection will catch the errors
anyway. However, our experience shows that good
inspections are typically 60 to 80 percent effective.
This leaves the potential for quite a few errors still
in the work product. Successful teams are concerned
with preventing errors and thus tend to do much
more self-checking and informal peer reviewas they
go through each stage.
On the other hand, inspections and tests are still
critical to the quality of the final product, and we
are not suggesting the elimination of these steps. In
fact, early detection of defects through inspections
drives the causal analysis process.
Improved communications and quality awareness.A
significant effect of Defect Prevention
on the quality
of individual development teams is improved communications. We have found that teams that have
historically had good esprit de corps do more productive and higher quality work. The causal analysis
meetingsconfirm
this relationship. Teams that
achieve high quality invariably attribute this at the
causal analysis meeting to “improved communications” or “good communications.”
The improved communication occurs mostly among
team members. The Defect Prevention Process encourages suchcommunication. For example, during
the stage kickoff meetings,the most important items
tend to be the reviewing of common errors, discussingpreventivetechniques, and understanding the
need for the entire team to be more conscious of
“trivial” mistakes. During the stage, the developers
do not work as individuals but as a team. Whatever
education sessions the team needs are sought. A VM
communications network is used to transmit messages to the entire team whenever something needs
to be communicated. The developerscontinually
verify their ideas with other team members and ask
many questions.
IBM SYSTEMS JWRNAL, VOL 2 9 , NO 1. 1990
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These sound like and are very basic work techniques.
However,theyneed to be continually reinforced.
The natural tendency for developers is to receive a
work assignmentand work on that task alone. Communications mustbe continually encouraged.An
adjunct to improved communications is improved
morale. Wehaveobserved improvements in team
morale in severalareas that have adopted Defect
Prevention.
Anothereffectofusingthismethodology
is that
quality awareness is greatly increased. The Defect
PreventionProcessrequires that the peoplewho
create errors be involved in analyzing their cause.

Higher product quality translates into
higher customer satisfaction.

This increased involvement in quality makes a difference. The result is a much more active participation by the people in suggesting preventive actions
and ideas.

1

After repeated causal analyses, developers become
aware
of the types
of errors and their causes.
When
someone else’s error is described,the developer asks
whether similar errors existin his or her own work.
If a team member has difficulty awith
particular type
of error, other team members offer help in avoiding that error or assistance in reviewing the work.
Net benefits of the process. In addition to process
and quality improvements during development,
other benefits of the Defect Prevention Process include:

1

from the preventive actions whichwereimplemented in prior years.
Our experience shows that the investment required
for effective defect preventionvery
is small, lessthan
a person year per year or about one-half percent in
a 150 to 200 person organization. At this levelof
investment, the organization receivesa direct return
of at least doubleand possibly triplethe cost, assuming a reduction in errors equivalent to what we have
seen in other product areas.At this rate, the average
cost of a single APAR would fund the Defect Prevention Process for morethan two months.
However, the most significant benefit ofthe process
is higher product qualityin the field. Our experience
to date shows that the error reductions seen in development continue in the field at the same level of
reduction or better. Herethe benefits of the process
both to our customers and the company are substantial. FewerAPARS result in fewer customer problems,
fewer customercalls,fewerfixes to be developed,
certified, tested,and distributed. Becausethe impact
offield errors on the customer can be significant,
higher product qualitytranslates into highercustomer satisfaction.
Process details

In the development of the Defect Prevention Process
over the past six years,there have been a number of
refinements and enhancements, including adjusting
the resource allocation for Defect Prevention activities and various considerationsto begin the process.
Resourceallocation in theprocess. Organizations
implementingthisprocessfind that theyhave so
many good ideas
and opportunitiesfor improvement
that they cannot implement them all.Thus management must decide how much people time resource
to devote to this process. Clearly,the more resources
devoted to the process, the more defectswillbe
prevented.Resources are generally constrained in
the areas of causal analysis and action team effort.
The volume of defects available for causal analysis
can be large, and itmay not befeasible for the
organization to do causal analysis of allthe defects,
although this is the ideal. The action team may find
itselfafter a whilewith a substantial backlogof
actions stillto be completed.As more causal analysis
is done, more actions are suggested. Thus the backlog
grows.

Greater effectiveness of inspections and tests because
there
are fewer
defects
Shorter test elapsed time. We have observed that
tests ofproducts that have used Defect Prevention
typically completeon or aheadof schedule, sometimes using fewer testersand other resources than
planned.
Cumulative improvements in the development
process. The investments that a product area
more resources to the
makes in improving its development processes are Managementcanallocate
process by authorizing more causal analysis meetcumulative.Theareakeeps
earning dividends

1
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ings, by adding additional members to the action
team, and by permitting a larger percentageof time
to be spentby action team members (e.g., 50 percent
rather than 10 percent). In addition, management
may provideadditional resources to the action team
on a temporary basis.
Conversely management may choose to limit the
resources in each area of
the process to a specific
level. For example, development teams may be required to hold only one two-hour causal analysis
meeting for each stage.
We recommend the following
minimum level of resource allocation:
A stagekickoff meetingforeach
development
team at each stage
One causal analysismeeting for eachdevelopment
team at each stage to ensure coverageof errors
from each team and to provide feedback to all
developers
An action team of three to six members, depending on the size of the organization-three members for an organization of 30 or fewer persons
and six members for a 120 to 150 person organization
Action team participation at 10 percent of each
member’s time

If causal analysis meetingsare limited in this way to
one meetingper team perstage, an appropriate
sampling of errors can be examined in a timely
manner. If a particular type of error is missed byone
team, it will likely be consideredby another team at
a later time. The team leader may select an appropriate number of errors-say twenty-for
consideration at the meeting. We recommend that the selection or screening of errors be done with care. Select
an equal number from each developerso that everyone’s errors are analyzed. Select the errors so that a
truly representative sampleis presented. Do not omit
errors becausetheyseem obvious or trivial. Most
errors are trivial in nature, and trivial errors need to
be addressed with particular attention because they
are so numerous. Omit obvious duplicate errors,
because they waste time. However, make a note of
how many duplicates occurred when the error is
presented in the meeting. This lets the team know
the magnitude of the problem.
Alternatively, the team leader canseparate the errors
into groups of related defects. The leader can then
select a representative sample of each type of error.
For example, one team leader reviewed more than
one hundred errors that had accumulated for the
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team, sorting them by cause category.The team was
then able to docausal analysison sample errors from
each error group intwomeetings,
producing 30
suggested actions. As with random selection, selection by categorization should be done with care to
present a truly representative sampling of errors,
including errors from each person on the team. If
screening of this sort is done, we recommend that a
summary of the error groups also be presented to
the team so that they can understand the distribution
of errors.
Even though causal analysis
is done only on a sample
of the errors from a stage, the leader should hold the
meeting as soon after the errors havebeen documented as possible. Otherwise the developers have
difficulty remembering the causes ofthe errors. Also,
the developers miss timely feedback
on the causes of

An advocate is neededto sponsor
and promote the process untilit is
established.

early errors that can reduce the possibility of repeating the errors later.
Startup considerations.In order to start this process
in an organization, an advocate is needed to sponsor
and promote the process until it isestablished.
Ideally there are twoadvocates, one a technical
person and the other a manager. Advocates facilitate
the startup through the education of developers and
management about Defect Prevention, about the
benefits and cost of the process, and so on. The
initial education addresses any skepticism about the
process withinthe organization. Another duty of the
advocate is that of performing or assisting in initial
activities, such as action team selection, setting up
kickoff packages, holding
initial causal analysis meetings, and implementing the initial actions. The advocate also maintains focus on the process throughout
the startup period (which may be a year or longer)
by reminding people of their responsibilities, seeing
that meetings are held, and presenting initial results
to management. The advocates should be correctly
positioned within the organization. Ideally both the
IBMSYSTEMS JOURNAL, VOL 29, NO 1, 1990

technical and management persons performing that
function are inrelatively highpositions. The persons
should have credibility within the organization and
be able to influence their peers.
Management funding. Another requirement for startup is management commitment to the process. The

There is acontinuing need for
management’s support and funding
of the process.

Defect Prevention Process can be done with relatively small impact on the resources of the organization, but there is a continuing need for management’s supportand funding. Management must
fundthe resources of the action team and must
authorize the action team to change and improve
the development process. The action team must be
viewed as a dedicated resource that will be protected
from resource cuts and schedule pressures. Frequently the action team members’ responsibilities
are putin their performance plans at anagreed upon
level of effort.
We recommend that the Defect Prevention Process
first be started as a pilot project, such as a portion of
the release ofa product involving several teams. The
pilot project allows the participants to become used
to the process without excessive stress. Initial adaptation of the process to one area can be accomplished, and the process can then be gradually expanded to encompass the entire organization.
Action team startup. Selection of action team members is important to the
success of the process. Action
team members should be persons in the area who
are motivated, who can get things done, and who
are dedicated to improving the area’s processes.The
best action team members are not necessarily the
technical leaders in the area. A positive attitude and
a willingness to work are more important than technical expertise. The action team manager should
likewisebe motivated and willing to improve the
development process and should be able to represent
the team’s perspectiveto management.
IBM SYSTEMS JOURNAL, VOL 29, NO 1,1990

During the startupperiod it is important to establish
the credibility of the process. This can be accomplished by implementing some of the initial preventive actions quickly and publicizing them. Developers need to feel that their efforts in making suggestions for improvement are being taken seriously
and that change to the development process is possible.
Initial meetings. The initial causal analysis and stage
kickoff meetings should include an introductory section that reviews the Defect Prevention Process and
describes the format of the meeting. Developerswill
initially be uneasy because the meetings are new. A
review of the meeting content will help set them at
ease. At the end of these initial meetings it is also
good to ask for comments from the participants
about the meeting and the process.

In causal analysis there may be an initial sensitivity
and defensivenessbecause developers are being
asked to openly discuss their mistakes. Thus it is
important toensure that theatmosphere ofthe meeting is nonthreatening. The causal analysisleader
should keep the meeting light,with the focus on
suggested improvements rather than a developer’s
error. Developers who are new to development frequently do notrealize that everyone makes mistakes.
A good strategycan be to present errors from everyone, beginning with the more experienced developers.
During the startup period, there is typically a flood
of suggestions, with sometimes three or more suggestions for every defect analyzed. This isusually
because there are many suggested improvements that
developers have already considered but that have
had no channel for implementation. As time goes
on, the rate of suggestions slows because ideas that
have been offered previously
will also apply to defects
analyzed later. Thus aninitial two-hour causal analysis meeting may cover about seven defects and produce 20 suggestions, many of which will be fairly
easy to implement. After perhaps 15 causal analysis
meetings, a typical meeting will cover 15 to 25 errors
and produce five to seven suggestions. Often these
later suggestions are more creative actions that may
take longer to implement.
The nature of programming errors

Over the past six years, we have participated collectively in dozens of causal analysis meetings, involving many widely varied softwareproducts, including

systems software, applications, and microcode. The
study of the specific causes of errors gives a unique
perspective on the nature
of programming errors and
the types of actions needed to prevent them.

Error causecategories. For many years, software
engineers have tried to categorize errors in order to
determine what areas to address to improve quality.
A number of different error taxonomies have been
Error classification schemes may be
helpful to identify broad error-prone areas and activities, but they do not address the variety of specific
causes for errors.
In our view, error classification schemes obscure the
details of the error and its cause. As a result, these
schemes generally do not lead to thorough preventive
measures. It may be misleading to try to identify
preventive actions by considering the percentage of
errors caused by the quality of;pecifications,’* misunder$andings of the design, ordata definition
faults. Preventive actions, derived solely from error
classifications, will not be specificenough. The thorough analysis of each error during causal analysis
provides a much better understanding of specifically
why an error occurred and how to prevent its recurrence.
We have found one error classification scheme to be
useful. During causal analysis, we ask that each error
be categorizedinto oneof four basic cause categories.
In addition, we ask for a description of the specific
cause of the error. Thecause category helps the team
identify the specific cause by focusing
the discussion.
It is the specific cause, however, that triggers the
suggestions for prevention. Thefour basic cause
categories follow.

Oversight. In this category, the developer failed to
consider all cases and conditions. Usually some detail of the problem or process was overlooked. The
developer forgot, had difficulty checking thoroughly,
or did not have enough time to be thorough. To
identify the specific cause, we ask “What was overlooked? What was not considered thoroughly?” Examples: Developer failed to consider the end-node
case of the message flow. Developer did not realize
the value of a specific variable could exceed a maximum value.
Education. In this category, the developer did not
understand some aspect of the product or the process. This category is further divided into education
in base code, education in new function, and other
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education, depending on what was not understood.
To identify the specific cause, we ask “What exactly
was not understood?” Examples: Developer did not
understand where specific fields were located in a
control block structure (base code education). Developer did not understand thepurpose of a specific
new bit (new function education). Developer did not
understand how character fields are initialized by the
compiler (other education).

Communications failure.Here, the developer did not
receive the required information or the information
was incorrect. To identify the specific cause, we ask
“What was notcommunicated,from
whom to
whom?” Examples: A requirement specification did
not list all environments the new function had to
work in. The design group failed to communicate
last-minute changes to development.
Transcription error. In this category, the developer
knew what to doand understood the item thoroughly
but simply made a mistake. Transcription errors are
typically caused by some problem in a procedurefor example, typing or copying a list of items. To
identify the specific cause, we ask “What procedure
was beingused?” Examples: The developer transposed letters in typing. The developer omitted an
item when manually copying a list.
An error may have multiple causes and multiple
cause categories. In these cases, there is usually a
chain of causes ( z was caused by y, which was caused
by x). All of the causes can be recorded and considered for preventive suggestions, although the root
cause is usuallythe most important to address.
A fifth cause category, that a defect may be caused
by a flaw in the process, is used by some organizations following DefectPrevention. There is a debate
as to the appropriateness of the process-cause category, because it fails to distinguish the human element of the cause from process flaws that affect
human performance. Nakajo et al.9clearly draw this
distinction between human errors and contributory
process flaws.The use of the process-cause category
circumvents consideration of the human contribution to the error and insulates the developer from
taking responsibility for his or her own mistakes. In
the authors’ view, process flaws should be considered
after human causes have been identified, ideally
when proposing preventive actions. Therefore, the
process-cause categoryshould be used with caution.

The pinhole effect. We characterize the variety of
specific error causes as the pinhole effect. Envision a

Figure 8 Errors analyzed by development stage introduced
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balloon filled with water, representing the development process. Water is leaking from the balloon, not
from gaping holes (Le.,
from large, obvious groupings
of errors), but from thousands of small pinholes.
Thus, product defects result from numerous diverse
programming errors.
We have observed that most error causes are trivial,
as for example, misspelling a word or forgetting to
reinitialize a variable. While an error may have a
trivial cause, it may have very severe consequences.
Figure 8 shows the distribution of testand field errors
for one product, by the stage in which the error was
injected. The bulk of the errors found in thevarious
test stages were coding errors. Upon analysis, these
errors were considered to be simple mistakes that

could be avoided through preventive actions and
attention to detail.
A second observation from these data is that the
theory that design errors explode into multiple code
errors is not true. A design error is typicallycounted
as a single error regardless of the number of lines of
code affected. As a project progresses through the
various development stages, errors are created that
are unique to each stage. That is, as more detail is
added to the design and subsequently to the code,
more errors are injected.

Process- orproduct-sensitiveerrorsversusgeneric
errors. Many errors are specific tothe particular

development process and to the maturity of that
process. The term process broadly includes the development stages, tools, procedures, methodologies,
and techniques used by the developers. For example,
a project whose basic architecture or specifications
change while development proceeds may be expected
to have many errors due to late changes overlooked
or not thoroughly handled. A product that has sig-

Failure to considerallpossible external factors,
configurations, and environments under which the
program will run
Failure to investigatethoroughly impacts of a
change
Failure to communicate a change or impact to
other team members
The nature of preventive actions

The key to reducing errors is
attention to detail.

nificantdependencies on another product that is
being developedat the same time will probably have
errors due to failures in communications between
the twogroups. A product area that has a weak
education program or an influx of new people into
the area will probably have a large number of education-type errors.
In addition, some errors are specific to the product
being developed, usually due to its architecture or
design. For example, one communications product
has two recumng errors caused by its design and
which wasdictated by the constraints of the hardware
on which it runs: (1) overwriting registers because
the linkage and save area conventions were constrained for performance reasons, and (2) confusion
over WXTRN (weak external reference) versusEXTRN
because memory constraints required that only selected parts of the product belinked at product
generation time. Another product, a high-performance operating system, hasrecumng errors in defining the scope of registers with USING and DROP due
to an unusual program segmenting scheme which
wasselectedforhardware performance considerations in early versions ofthe product.
On the other hand, certain errors are truly generic,
that is, common to all developers regardless of the
process, programming language, or type of product.
Many of these are given in the code common error
list in Appendix A. Other examples include:

Given that programming errors have a large variety
of specific causesthat are frequently trivial in nature,
it is clear that the key to reducing errors is attention
to detail. This means attention to the multitude of
product details that present themselves during development,as well asrigorous adherence to the
established development processes. The potential for
prevention is extremely high, particularlyin addressing trivial errors. In our view, high product quality
and high customer satisfaction are attainable for
software development through attention to detail,
rigorous process adherence, and development automation, which reduces the amount of tedious detail
work required of programmers.
Just as errors tend to be sensitiveto anorganization’s
process and the product it produces, the types of
preventive actions are also typically product- or organization-specific. Eachorganization has a different
level of sophistication or maturity of its processes
and tools. The improvements for one organization
may be basedon its current level of maturity. Many
of these improvements may not be relevant to another product area.
Figure 9 shows the profile of actions for twoproduct
areas for the period 1987 to 1988, giving the breakdown of actions by type. Bothproducts had a significant percentage of actions to enhance their process.
A large number of these actions involve simple additions to common error lists and other process
documentation. The two products differed in the
profile of the other types of actions. Product 1 had
fewer tool actions and more product changes and
education actions. Product 2 had more effort spent
on improving its set of tools. This reflects the differences in the specific needs ofthe two areas.

Thus, we see that it is critical for each
product to use
causal analysis to determine what actions will help
to improve its processes and tools. Preventive solutions to generic errors, of course, should be shared
across all development groups, usually in the form
Failure to considerall error conditions or error
of generictools. Our experience,however,hasbeen
paths
preventive
that most
actions are product specific.
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Figure 9 Action profiles for two products for 1987-1988
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TOTAL: 317 SUGGESTEDACTIONS

TOTAL: 335 SUGGESTEDACTIONS

Types of preventive actions. Different types of preventive actions address the different cause categories
of oversight, education, communications, and transcription.

Permanent reminders and warnings in product
documentation
Reminders in the form of newsletters, memoranda, and reminder notes

Oversights can be prevented by actions that remind
the developer or that automate the process so that
the developer cannot overlook detail. Example techniques include the following:

Some developers also findthat holding work sessions
with their peers to review and check one another's
work is very helpful in preventing oversights. Often
the vocalization of a design approach toa peer
identifies holesin one's thinking. Such work sessions
are not considered formal reviews or inspections
because the work product has not been completed,
and the errors uncovered have not been counted in
the error rates.

Checklists and common error lists
Cross-reference and product-logic documentation
available on line
Tools that add automatic checks, such as compilers and post-compile module checkers
Templates or skeletons that guide the creation of
a work product
IBM SYSTEMS JOURNAL,VOL
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If schedule pressure is the cause of oversights, management should adjust their planning rates to allow

more time in the schedule to do the work properly.
The presence of a large number of oversights caused
by lack of time can be used to justify such adjustments by management.

Simply preventingfuture errors is not enough. When
several defects of
a given typeare detected, it is likely
that additional defects of the same type exist in the

Education errors can be prevented by providing the
appropriate level of education at the right time, such
as the following:
Seminars and classes related to the product
New-hire education checklist
Tutorial articles in the product-area newsletters
Education sessions on the new release functions

Product enhancements and tools are
the two most effective approaches
in preventing future instances
of a defect.

Communicationsfailures can be prevented by process changes and the use of tools, such as:
Liaison to receive communications from other
areas where the product has dependencies and to
pass on the information to others in the product
area
Use of a conference disk to pass information to
interested parties ina product area
Enhanced problem-tracking tool to include automatic notification of changes to affected parties

Transcription errors can frequentlybeprevented
through such tools as the following that automate an
error-prone procedure:
Code spelling checker
Tool that maintains a release’s component list and
automatically includes it in the design and specification documents and in the build process
Variable-not-declared warning in the compiler to
check for names that have been misspelled
As with oversights,a work session witha team member can frequently helpprevent transcription errors,
where an automated procedure is not available.
Defect extinction. The Defect Prevention Process
makes it possible to achieve complete extinction of
programming defects. This can be compared with
the biological phenomenon of extinction, which involves two simple facts: (1) Offspring are no longer
being produced, and (2) all existingmembers of the
species have expired.In the same way, there are two
simple requirements to make programming defects
extinct: ( 1) The cause of the defect has been removed,
so that no new defects are produced, and (2) all
existing instances of that defect have been removed.
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product as yetundetected. To achieve true extinction
theseexistingdefects
must be identified and removed. Thus effective prevention of future defects
and the systematic removal of existing defects are
the two goals of defectextinction.
We havefound that product enhancements and tools
are the two most effective approaches in preventing
future instances of a defect, and source scanning
toolsare the mosteffectiveway
to discover and
remove defectsthat already existin a product.
In general, tools are the most effective type of preventive action. They help identify predictableerrors
and prevent them automatically. They can perform
an error-prone human task, providing 100 percent
accuracy, independently of the programmer’s skill.
Toolsshouldbeconsidered
if other attempts to
prevent an error have not been sufficiently effective.
The tool may not actually prevent the error but may
enhance our ability to detect the error or to detect it
earlier in the cycle. For example, a tool may be used
in unit test rather than in systems test.
Some specific examples
of these approaches to defect
extinction are the following:

Module checker tools. These are tools that audit the
product source code with specific checks whenever
a
module is compiled, producing additional diagnostic
messages at the end of the compilerlisting. The
checks can be specificto the product being developed
or generic and applicable to all products using that
language. The module checker output is generally
required at code inspections.
BM SYSTEMS JOURNAL, VOL 29. NO 1.1990
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Module checker tools have been
written for both
assembler and high-level languages. The checks are
usually derived from errors noted in causal analysis
or from project standards that the area wishes to
enforce. The module checker must be able to distinguish instances of new code from existing or base
lines of code, so that checks can be limited only to
new code.Otherwise, extraneous diagnostic messages are printed for the base code and developers
may ignoreor overlook validmessages from the new
code. A module checker can distinguish new code
from base code if the product uses change flags on
the new and changed lines of code.
The following are examples of module checker
checks. The first three examples are instances of
product-specific checks, and the remainder are generic checks.

D

B

A specific
keyword must be
coded
only
once

on a

particular product macro.
%INCLUDESmust specify a specific project library.
Register basing must be specified only
after initialization of the base register; variables must be
referenced only after their register basing is specified.
Return codes must be tested for successful completion after eachmodule or macro invocation.
The indentation ofthe code in IF-THEN-ELSE blocks
must be consistentwith its nestinglevel. This
checkwoulddetectcasesof
a missing DO-END
group on a THEN or ELSE leg.
Product enhancements. A product itself may be a
cause of errors. For example, a product interface
maybe error prone, because of a designflaw. A
macro’s sequence of parameters may be counterintuitive. The choice of variable names in a control
block may be confusing.
The most effectiveapproach
to preventing such errors is to correct the product.

rn

0

An example of a product enhancement involved a
macro that required the programmer to initialize a
field after invoking the macro. If the initialization
were omitted, or if the initialization were done without checking that the macro had succeeded, subsequent processing would fail.The preventive solution
involves the following two steps: (1) Move the initialization of the field into the macro itself by adding
a keyword to the macro that specifies the initial field
value to be used;and (2) ensure that the new keyword
is required fornew uses ofthe macro but that existing
uses of the macro in the product are not affected.
This was done via the module checker.
IBMSYSTEMS JOURNAL, VOL 29, NO 1.1990

Source scanning tools. A tool that can scan the entire
source codeof a product is very useful
for discovering
and removing existing defects.The scans are generally identified through causal analysis. Errors that
can be identifiedthrough specific syntactic elements
in the code are the best candidates for scanning. If
the error cannot be identified exactly through the
source code,the scanning tool may be able to select
and subset the possible instances where the error
may have occurred. Additional analysis would then
be needed to determine whether the error actually
was present.
Scanning tools have been developed for
both assembler and high-levellanguages. For high-level languages, the ability to treat an entire source statement
is useful, because source statements can span two or
more lines of text. Frequently a scan requires several
search terms connected with Boolean AND, OR, or
NOT logic.Itisalsouseful
to have the option to
display a specified number of statements before and
after the found statement, to be ableto search either
by text string or token, and to search independently
of upper- and lowercase text.
Examples of scanning code include:
Incompatible keyword combinations on a specific
product macro
Macro or module call but the return code was not
checked
Register as the length parameter of an assembler
storage-to-storageinstruction
Preventing chronicerrors. Most programming errors
are made by developers repeatedly. Of these, some
errors are noticeably more frequent than the rest,
perhaps those caused by some general problem in
the product or the process.These are the area’s
chronic, errors. Usually the chronic errors become
evident after only a few causal analysis sessions.By
collecting data on the frequency of these errors, an
ever stronger case
can be builtto implement effective
preventive actions, and management can make reasoned decisions on how to allocate resources. Once
preventive actions are put in place, if the chronic
error continues, stronger actions may be justified.
As an example of a chronic error, consider the
following: Approximately a third of the defects analyzed in one product area were due to lack ofunderstanding of various aspects of the product or environment. This fact was used to justify a full-time
education coordinator for the product area. The
MAYS ET AL.
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coordinator developed a comprehensive education
plan and many of the courses and seminars identified
in causal analysis have been made available. In another case of chronic error, a product that must do
CETMAIN/FREEMAIN-type logic, that is,getStorage,
use the storage, and then free it, will invariably have
many errors in failing to free the storage on certain
paths. Less frequently, the error of freeingthe wrong
amount of storage will also occur. A tool was developed in one product area to trace storage GETS and
FREES to ensure that thestorage is always freed.
Such
a tool doesnot prevent the error and will not be able

Action teams usually find it
necessary to prioritize their actions
so their efforts have the largest
return to the organization.

to catch all instances of failure to free storage on all
paths in the product. However, it tends to catch a
very high percentage of this type of error compared
to ordinary testing techniques.
Relative return on investment of actions. Action
teams usuallyfind it necessary to prioritize their
actions so their efforts have the largest return to the
organization. One method of prioritization developed is that of the relative return on investment. An
action’s relativereturn on investment begins withan
estimate of the action’s effectiveness.The percentage
effectiveness is a conservative estimate of the percentage of similar errors the action will prevent. The
percentage effectiveness is generally assigned by an
individual action team member or by consensus of
the entire action team.

Percentage effectiveness varies for different types of
actions. For example, changes to the development
process are generally in the 30 to 70 percent effectiveness range. Tool and product changes tend toward 70 to 100 percent effectiveness,and anewsletter
article might be10 to 30 percent effective. Estimating
percentage effectiveness is
not intended to be precise,
but rather an approximation to produce a numerical

estimate ofdefects prevented andto
return on investment.

project the

An action’s return on investment (ROI) is the value
of preventing a type ofdefectversus the cost of
preventing it. An absolute return on investment
cannot be calculated because the exact number of
defects prevented cannot be calculated. However, an
action’s relative ROI can be estimated from the number of known defects that an action addresses times
its estimated effectiveness. For example, a tool enhancement that prevents three known product defects at 70 percent effectiveness and costs two programmer days to implement has a relative ROI of
(3 X 0.7)/2 or 1.05 defectsper programmer day.
Adding an item to a commonerror list that addresses
two known defects at 30 percent effectiveness and
which requires 10 minutes (0.02 programmer days)
to implement has a relative ROI of (2 X 0.3)/0.02 or
30 defects per programmer day. Adding the item to
the common error list is worth doing, even though
it is only 30 percent effective.
A basic assumption of this method is that error types
that occur in a product in one release, on average
are repeated in the next release. This assumption is
not precise. The relative ROI is an educated estimate
of what today’spreventive action can accomplish for
the next release of a product.
Concluding remarks

Significant quality and productivity improvements
can be attained through systematic causal analysis of
errors, implementation of preventive actions, and
feedback to developers. The Defect Prevention Processuses the actual errors that have occurred and
corrects their cause, relying on actual defect data
rather than conjecture. Reductions in defects by
more than 50 percent have been achieved at a cost
of about one-half percent of the product area’s resources. Corresponding productivity improvements
are realized through the improvements in quality.
Equally significantare the changes we have observed
in the product areas themselves. Process change is
accelerated andthe area’sprocesses become selfcorrecting. Communication among team members
improves and quality awareness increases.
Defect Prevention has been successfully applied to
test, information development, software service, and
human factors, as well as to software design and
development. We feelthat it can be applied generally
IBM SYSTEMS JOURNAL, VOL 29, NO 1. 1990

across all organizations involved in product development, including hardware design, hardware development, and manufacturing.
The investment required for the Defect Prevention
Process is very modest. However, the benefit resulting from higher product quality in the field is substantial, both to a company’s customers and to the
company itself. In today’s technological and competitive climate, we cannot afford to ignore defect
prevention. The systematic causal analysis of errors
and the resultant attention to detail in all aspects of
the development process constitute the most promising approach available for achieving high product
quality and high customer satisfaction.
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Appendix A: Excerpts from a code common
error list

Initialization
Bits, bytes,pointers, or registers are not reset after
processing (occurs very frequently).
Initialize all variables before usage; never assume
zeroes.
Initialize all fieldsof a control block; do not leave
garbage.

Interfaces
Consider all permutations of parameter values.
Parameters passed in wrong order.
Omitted double parentheses for a pointer in a
macro call.
Program Logic
Moved code (copied code) is very error prone;
deleted code is also very error prone; check all
paths, instructions, and variable names (occurs
very frequently).
Reset bits in the wrong place in the code.
Loop logic errors: Initialize all flags and counters
before entering loop. Consider all flags on each
iteration. Consider three loop cases: first pass, last
pass, and middle iterations. Increment counters
and update pointers on each iteration.
Programming language/compiler
DO WHILE is used instead of DO UNTIL.
OR is used instead of A N D in a complex IF

statement.
Tested OFF instead of ON.
X‘10’ should have been X‘OA’.
Indented statements as a DO group but omitted
the DO-END.
Assembler
Register clobbered (occurs very frequently).
No addressability established.
Assembler half-word usage; make sure data will
always fit in two bytes and that high-order bytes
are cleared.
NetView is a trademark of International Business Machines Corporation.
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